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1. Introduction by Martin
Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill).
The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year).
The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming.
All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No size is
intrinsically better or worse. That is the stated policy of the Mill.
Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill.
The Mill's mission is to promote 15mm.
Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are welcome. There is
no requirement to be "the best", "professional" or "awesome". The Mill is for ordinary
gamers, who enjoy using 15mm figures et al and are happy to share their interest with
others. In fact the Mill would rather have articles based upon a normal table set up with
normal figures. Gamers trying to impress others with their "table size" might find the
Mill not to their liking.
If any gamer has an article or pictures, then please send them to
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martinraegoddard@gmail.com
There are no article "size" limitations. Each article will be credited by a first name only.
No nicknames.
Also no photos of faces, unless in the distance.
• The Mill does not publish for profit.
• The Mill does not accept advertising.
• The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just search for
"Peter Pig".
• The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does not provide a
proper geographical address (PO box is not acceptable) and telephone number. If
these are not provided, then proceed with caution as they are avoiding contact for
a reason.
• The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved.
• The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution.
• The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines.
• If you can help with articles and ideas, please do so.
• Articles can be in non-English language too.
• There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus, a review will be called "a
review"

Hope you enjoy this magazine.
martin Goddard
March 2020
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2. A first game of Square
Bashing by Brian
I should say that is the first game of the current SB as I’d played the original quite a few
years ago. My old Russian Civil War armies were 6mm but sadly loaned to a friend and
disappeared during a house move. Enthused by the various game days and having
painted up 15mm pirates and B&I forces last year I decided to replace them with 15mm
(from the hard-working proletariat at PP of course). This was played solo; I don’t (yet)
have a solo system for SB, I just picked a strategy for each side and then played the best
I could for each side.
This isn’t a battle report, instead I’m going to provide an account of how the game
worked out at each stage.
First though, a word about squares. They’re brilliant. I was very impressed with the
concept when I came across it in the first edition of SB and have used it in most of the
rules I’ve written since. No more fiddly measurement and disgruntlement over other
players being ‘generous’ measuring out wheeling units or calculating how far to move
(so, its 5 inches to the wood where my unit will move at 2/3 speed for the other 7
inches…). And units can be arranged in the square for the best visual impression
without lots of fiddling about. It surprises me that their use hasn’t been more widely
adopted though the seemingly popular ‘To the Strongest’ ancient rules use them so
perhaps squares will become better known. I can see that some might not like them but
providing suggestions for measuring seems the easiest way forward (move two 6”
squares becomes move 12”), just as many rules make suggestions for using other figure
scales.

Army choice
So, to start at the very beginning, the armies. I chose the early RCW Red army as a
challenging one with lots of raw units. For a first solo game I used the 15mm figures
from my imagi-nations Ruritanian Civil War forces (who fight to Bayonet & Ideology)
to make an Archangel (interventionist) army. Even with the minimums and maximums
there’s a lot of decision making and, of course, at this stage you don’t know whether
you’ll be attacking or defending (as it should be). You thus need to choose something
fairly balanced which is a plus point.

Scenery choice
Another interesting decision to make, again prior to deciding attacker / defender. I made
use of the option to have a 3rd building piece for the Reds as they are, perhaps, likely to
prefer an urban setting and a ‘countryside ‘choice for the Interventionists.

Countdown to Battle
I regard this as quite a tricky stage and was a shot in the dark for both sides.. I used the
‘default’ option for allocating the dice for the Interventionists and a more varied one for
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the Reds. However, I tried carrying over the success a couple of times for both sides to
see how it worked out, thus adding 6 to the 2d6 roll for the event. The Reds managed to
roll rather high in these instances and piled up the attack points. The Reds ended up
with 23 attack points and the Interventionists with 19 and thus the Reds attacking. This
was good from the interventionists’ point of view, particularly with all those buildings
the Reds had chosen and they would also have only 5 depletion rolls per unit. Not so
good from the point of view of the Reds with an attack to make with their ten reservist
units… Also unfortunate for the Reds was that ammunition shortage would prevent
their artillery being used in the first turn. A lot of difficult decisions right from the start
and no doubt experience will help. A very enjoyable stage of the game.

Placement of Objectives
The Reds had the event that changes the deployment total for the objectives so I
obviously increased the total to 14 and thus two the objectives were to be deployed in
row three and two in row four. Interestingly, this does mean that two objectives could
not be held by the defenders at the start of game and the Reds would have an opportunity
to grab them.

Placement of Scenery
It seemed reasonable for the Interventionists to try and deploy some scenery to provide a
barrier and use the buildings to help make a defence line. Definitely a ‘best guess’ at
this stage. The Reds rolled a 3 for scenery movement and I placed all three rolls to
move a wood. Amazingly there were two successes; the problem was where to put it.

Attacker deployment
The Reds had started the game with 25 units and lost 1 in the events and another to the
reinforcement area. With 8 squares along the base line, each with an occupancy limit of
3 units, there was just enough space to take the remaining 23.
So, time for a plan for the Reds. This focused on attacking on their left flank to grab the
shelled wood and manor house and if successful to swing round to the crossroads. A
secondary attack was launched against the hill objective; this would mainly be reservist
units so not a high chance of success but hopefully it would keep the Interventionists
engaged.

Defender deployment
The Interventionist deployed on the two objectives in row 3 and set forces to try and
gain/contest the other two. Numbers made the reserve somewhat smaller than desirable.
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Depletions
This proved to be a very mixed result. One professional and one regular each lost a base
(another regular avoided two losses by being removed to the reinforcement area) – the
reservists dodged a single loss! Two artillery and one MG were damaged. So the
defenders took seven hits (avoiding two) out of five rolls per unit for 11 units and two
rolls for each of ten MG and artillery.

Hasty defences
Placing these for the defender proved more difficult than expected. One was obvious:
the ruined manor. One couldn’t be placed at the crossroads as there were no troops
there. In the end it was deployed on the right flank where it looked like the Reds would
try and penetrate through the woods.

High Command
Fairly low actually, 2 for the Reds and 3 for the Interventionists. It was a tough choice
between ‘fighting’ and ‘assets’ for the Reds; a die roll decided on assets. The dice chose
‘assets’ over ‘morale’ for the Interventionists.

So far
So we’re about to start the fighting and already there’s been more decisions than I’d
make in the entire course of many games (WRG games back in the 70s and 80s come to
mind…)

The turns
Not a blow by blow account, more my feelings about each segment of the turn
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Assets
My assessment is that the assets won the game for the Interventionists. They managed
to lay down one suppression barrage and two point barrages (all courtesy of the high
command re-rolls) By comparison the Reds managed to lay down a suppression barrage
(with four of the five squares falling short due to their poor gunnery) and thus fairly
ineffective. The interventionist suppression barrage brought the early Red offensives to
a halt and the point barrages caused some major setbacks.

Morale
As anticipated those reservist units are fragile! The two Interventionist point barrages
caused several casualty markers and three barrage markers per square among lots of
reservists led to a lot of failures including three with 3 or more failures.
The Reds would probably have been better off going for the ‘morale’ high command
roll. By contrast the Interventionist only had one morale failure, after an assault on the
‘shelled wood’ objective which was a spectacular rout and which looked like it might be
a real breakthrough for the Reds but the Interventionist reserve filled the gap. Loud
applause for a set of rules where a reserve is worthwhile!

Movement
Ah, the joys of using squares. Movement is very quick and easy and I’ve always like the
RFCM treatment of scenery by making it difficult to leave. Several assaults didn’t get
anywhere because of multiple failures of troops to move. Again, a realistic problem for
armies with lots of reservists but one which also foiled two interventionist attacks.

Assaults
Most assaults were successful which is how the rules are geared. Those on the ‘shelled
wood’ objective led to possession going back and forth in a very dramatic way.

Firing
As per warfare at the time, artillery was more effective but very few casualties were
caused firing. With three infantry units firing from a square and needing a six the odds
are against you and most saves are 4-6 with cover likely so there’s a good chance of a
save. So easy to determine ranges when using squares!
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Reinforcements
Both sides had few to bring on so I just went with the ‘bring one on’ option’. The return
of the first two reservist units lost by the Reds was delayed by my forgetting that rule!

Countdown
The defender was pretty lucky with the rolls: 6,5,1,4,5 so the game lasted 5 turns, a bit
shorter than one might expect, but the result was pretty clear by then and couple of
more turns would have added little. In a game with the option to call off the attack I’d
have done so for the Reds (but probably not in character for many a WWI general!).

The result
It was pretty clear that the Reds had shot their bolt and would need a bit of luck to hold
on to what they’d gained. Working through the victory points gave the Interventionist
defenders a 4 point lead and a draw which slightly surprised me given the Red casualties
but the Reds had rolled well on the compensation for the ‘Recce in Force’ scenario and
the two objectives they held. Another sixteen points came from the difference in army
status. I think my estimate was more like the real result but then I’ve never been
convinced about victory points and never use them in my own designs. Either you can
tell who has won or it’s a draw.
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Overall
I enjoyed pretty well every aspect. The visual effect was good (he says immodestly) and
there are plenty of challenges and decisions for the players. I’m looking forward to a rematch and the game should be a bit easier now that I’ve had a bit of experience with the
rules. I’m never going to be a fan of saving rolls and victory points though.
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3. Fantasy birds

by Duncan

There were also a few British Colonials
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4. Weymouth Weekend 2019
by Simon
For the past few years, Stewart has organised a weekend (Friday evening to Sunday
afternoon) of wargaming in Weymouth. This was my third year attending, but my
first staying overnight, which was a great improvement on driving there and back for
the Saturday and only squeezing in 2 games.
The venue was again the George Hotel. This had undergone both a change of
management and a refurbishment since last year and, although we had less space
available for gaming than usual (due to one of the rooms being taken out of guests’
use), we had a wonderful welcome and the food and accommodation were faultless.
In the one room we had space for three 6’ x 4’ table, allowing 12 players to game
comfortably at the same time – one table here:

And the other two here:
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The concept is that one person is responsible for putting on each game: making sure they
are fully conversant with the rules; providing all figures, scenery and gaming aids and
acting as umpire / facilitator while it’s played.
Friday night saw a number of games being played as those staying over congregated
from various parts of the country – and even from France. Some games were played just
the once, and others (e.g. the almost-completed new version of the “Blood Barons” Wars
of the Roses rules, and the ever-popular Pirates games) played repeatedly over the 3
days.
I won’t try to give a blow-by-blow of any games, or even try to remember in
which order they were played, but rather a photo report of the event.
My Friday night game was modern(ish) Africa- “AK47 Republic” (thanks to Miles
for putting this on). Despite having oodles of figures and vehicles, and both the
current and the previous set of rules, I’d never actually played this before.
While we got to roll some dice and kill some figures and vehicles, I think we were all
much more familiar with the newer, and mostly grid based, RFCM games that often play
rather faster.
Here’s a view of the centre of the action, with squads leapfrogging between cover to
avoid the unfortunate consequences of being caught in the open:
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There was lots of interest in Bloody Barons. A number of us had been involved in
testing and proof-reading various iterations of this revamped rule set, and we were able
to give its near-final version a good road test over the 3 days.

A thoughtful Sean contemplates the remains of his army, while his opposition look
gleefully on:

A completely different layout in this next game, illustrating the simple (but not
simplistic) terrain layout:
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A close-up of some rather nice PP figures, as an “all or nothing” cavalry charge
goes in:

A slightly disordered but still strong Ward, with a successful fight already under its belt
(those “Winner” markers) takes shelter behind some hedges: they will be difficult to
dislodge:
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Yet another game, illustrating nicely the 4 x 4 “virtual grid” that works so well
in practice:

Next up, a Regiment of Foote English Civil War game, the gridded cloth lending
itself to a block-like layout of the troops, reminiscent of contemporary battlefield
illustrations:
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And some wily commanders carefully weighing up the likely outcomes of some
doubtlessly rash but flamboyant plan, while their opponents look confidently on:

Big Mike’s game of Long Tan showed how flexible many of the RFCM rules
can be, as the Vietnam set was stretched beyond its usual confines to run a
much larger battle:
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The Australian “White Star” force in the calm before the storm:

APCs to the rescue!
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Supported by the armour, the Aussies clean up:
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On the Saturday evening, I had the pleasure of playing Stewart on his Pegasus Bridge
game, using standard PBI world war 2 rules.
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The British landed by glider:

and rapidly captured one end of the bridge:
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The bridge proved something of a bottleneck, but the Paras soon got across and dug in:

to face the advancing Germans, by now alerted that something was afoot:
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The first wave of infantry was swiftly dealt with, but then came some armour…

Much fun was hard with the “Hoisted by my own Petard” gamete from Edition 2 (April
2019) of The 15 Mill ezine:
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I really enjoy the Pirates Land Raid game, of which a number were played over the
weekend:

Generally bloody, this fast-play game sometimes went in the Pirates’ favour
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And sometimes less so:

Naturally, the Pirates naval game was also played – here the navigational hazards are
being set up prior to the arrival of the fleets:
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The Spanish Civil War put in an appearance – by now fuelled by tea, pringles
and fizzy pop:

Finally (at least from the photos I took), Longships, with Saxons and Vikings
doing battle to steal / protect valuable plunder:

All in all, this was a very convivial weekend, played in good spirit by all. As in
previous years, the main problem was selecting which of the many games on
offer to participate in!
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5. Akkadian empire! By Mike
Note to editor
This one of a series, the earlier ones tested, the latter ones needing testing.
I am going to put all up for publication individually and then collectively in a fifty word
or so printed product.
Beside the above I have a limited modern European war,SUAS,,a small (not infantry)
game where UAV are used, the last one in the works a look at the Syrian situation

This game is based upon the wars leading up to the creation of
the Akkadian empire (2334- -2193 BCE). A 24"x12”
The game is played on a 24“x18” playing area divided into slices NNW, NW, SW, SSW
ditto for the east. A victory track running from +5 to -5 is kept track of as the game
proceeds.
The aim of the game is for the player, the player the Akkadian force, to score -5 points,
that of the opponent, the Sumerian force to score +5 victory points. The player is the
Akkadian , the opponent is the Sumerian

Sumer Bactrian Chalcedon
Akkad Scythe and Persian
Sequence

• Place units
• Move one unit
• Combat

Set up
Game starts with victory track at +1.Divide table into equal sized slices NNE NE SE
SSE SSW SW NW NNW Place one Scythian garrison in SSW and one Persian garrison
in NNW. The object of the Game is for the player to place his forces in the south, the
opponent to place his in the north. +5=Akkad win.5- Sumer win.
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Place player units
Player may place any one of his Persian units in NNW,or two Scythes in South East
slice

Place opponent unit
Place opponent in slice based upon score.1d6 in order to ascertain left or right number.
Place unit noted in position noted.
Bactrian
Chaldean

1
SSW
SSE

1+
SSE
SW

2
SW
SE

2+
SE
NW

3
NW
SW

3+
SW
NNW

4
NNW
NNW

4+
NNW
NE

5
NE
SE

5+
SE
SSE

6
SSE
SSW

6+
SSW
SSW

Move units
If score is positive opponent moves first. In negative player moves first. Forces are upon
terrain which is identified by a die roll. To move a unit dice is rolled on the movement
chart applied to terrain unit occupies. Player may move any of his eligible units to an
adjacent slice. Roll once for all same terrain.
Opponent 1d6. 2- if score positive.2+ if score negative.1-3 move to slice containing
greater number of your forces.3—6 move to nearest slice containing least number of
your forces. Roll dice for movement and then move eligible units.

Geography
NNW 1 mtns 2-3 river, 4-5 plain 6 desert.
NW 1-2 mtns 3-4 River, 5 plain6 desert.
SW 1 mtns, 2 river3 plain 2. Desert.
SSW 1-2 mtns 3 river 4 plain 5-6 desert
NNE 1-3 mtns ,4. river 5 plain 6. desert .
NE mtns 1-4 river, 5 - 6 mtns .
SE 1-2. river 3-4. plain 4-6. desert- .
SSE 1 mtns ,2-4 river 5 plain 6. desert .

Movement
Cross river -Bactrians 1-2 Chaldeans 1-4 Persians 1-3 Scythes 1-2
Cross plain- Bactrians 1-4 Chaldeans 1-3 Persians 1-2 Scythes 1-4
Cross desert-Bactrians 1-2 Chaldeans 1-4 Persian 1-2 Scythes 1-3
Cross mountains-Bactrians 1-4 Chaldeans 1-2 Persians 1 Scythes 1-5
If opponent allowed to move 1d6.1-3 move
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Combat
Add combat value of all closed up stands and cross reference on combat results table.
Number in cell is new score. Make a note. Use this score on next sequence.
Combat
value
Persians
Bactrians
Scythes
Chaldeans
1

2

3

Plain

Desert

Mountains

River

4
3
2
2

3
2
3
3

2
5
3
2

2
1
1
0

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Combat results table
Compare each sides combat strength and cross references’ to CRT. Number is cell is new score
-2
-1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
-3
-3
-2
-1
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
-4
-4
-3
-2
-1
-1
0
0
1
1
1
1
-5
-4
-3
-2
-2
-2
-2
-1
-1
0
0
0
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Peloponnesian War
The game is played on a 24“x18” playing area divided into slices NNW, NW, SW, SSW
ditto for the east. A victory track running from +5 to -5 is kept track of as the game
proceeds.

Set up
Game starts with victory track at +1.Divide table into equal sized slices NNE NE SE
SSE SSW SW NW NNW Place one Athenian feet in NNW and one Spartan hoplite in
SSE
2x Lambi, 2xTrireme, 1Quinquireme, 1 hoplite 1 peltast
Spartan league
2 Lambi, 1Trireme, 1Quinquireme, 2 hoplite 1peltast

Sequence
•
•
•
•
•

Forces available
Spartan actions
Move Athenians
Events
Combat

Forces available
Roll 1D10.Place type rolled .
These are now in play and can be moved, combated or affect events
1=Spartan Lambi,2=Athenian Quinqureme,3 Spartan Trireme,4 Athenian Lambi,5
Spartan Quinqureme,6 Athenian Quinqureme,7 Spartan Peltast,8 Athenian Hoplite,9
Spartan Hoplite,10 Spartan Peltast,11,Athenian Trireme,12 Spartan Hoplite.
Place Athenian in NW.Place Spartan in SSW
Move Spartan ships and army
These are moved by referring to present victory track score and 1d6.
Land unit moves only to slice marked as permissible geography .Ships move only to
adjacent slice marked on geography as water.

Victory track +5 to +3 Move Limbi 1 Pellatts 2, Trireme aphract, 3 trireme aphract
3-4 Hoplite, 5-6 Quinqureme. 1d6 .1 move unit anti clockwise 2-6 move unit clock wise
Victory track +2 to +1 Move Lambi1 Peltast, 2 Trireme3- 5,Hoplite,6 Quinqureme,1d6
1-2 move unit anti clockwise 3-6 move unit clock wise
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Victory track -1 to -3 Move Lambi1-2 Peltast,3-4 Trireme,5 Hoplite,6 Quinqureme1d6
1-3 move unit anti clockwise 4-6 move unit clocks wise
Victory track -4 to -5 Move Lambi 1-3 Peltast, 4 Trireme, 5 Hoplite6, and Quinqureme.
1d6 1-4 move unit anti clockwise 5-6 move unit clock wise

Move Athenian ships and armies
Player may move any of his units.
Select moving unit. Roll 1d6 on geography. Go to slice unit occupies .Player may move
naval units on a sea, island or gulf slice to adjacent slice. Player may move army units
on a slice containing land to an adjacent land slice.

Geography
1d6 In order to fix a units position note slice in occupies and then roll 1d6.Result is land,
sea, gulf or island. Bold letters indicate Spartan territory, italic Athenian. All others are
neutral.
NNW 1-3 Ionian Sea 4 Macedonia 5 Epirus 6 Thessaly
NNE 1-3 Land of Thrace. 4 Land of Bithynia 5-6 Aegean Sea
NE 1-2 Land of Lydia 3-4 Gulf of Chalcidice’s 5 Land of Phrygia 6 Aegean sea
SE 1-3 Land of Caria 4-5 Gulf of Lycia 6 Aegean Sea
SSE 1 Island of Chios 2 Island of Samos 3 Island of Rhodes 4 Island of Crete 5 Aegean
Sea Mediterranean Sea 6
SSW 1-3 Island of Crete 4 Mediterranean Sea 5-6 Ionian Sea
SW 1 Island of Cephalonia 2 Island of Canthus 3 Land of Elis 4-5 Land of Sparta 6
Gulf of Euboea
NW 1 Corcyra 2 Lukas 3-6 Ionian Sea
Athenian possessions italic. Spartan possession block

Events
Roll 1d6 and put into effect instructions below

1-2= Corcyra’s rebel against government. If Athenian fleet in NW subtract one from
Athenian combat strength
3= Chalcidice’s falls to a Spartan force having a fleet in NNE as Athenian grain ships
are harassed one to Spartan combat strength
4 =Lesbos beaks friendship agreement with Athens to side with Sparta. Add one to
Spartan strength. Athenian ships in Aegean Sea cancels this out
5-6 =Persia aids Sparta in Caria. If Spartan ship in Aegean add one to Spartan strength.
Athenian army in NSE cancels this out.

Combat
Units are in slices and position within the slice as rolled on the above. This is area in
which combat takes place. Compare each sides strength taking into account geography,
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events and whether on enemy or friendly territory. If on friendly territory add one to
strength of player owning friendly territory as defined by block letters or italics on
geography.
For each pairing award victory points. Spartan has superior strength add one to victory
track. It Athens has superior strength subtract one from victory track.

Eligible combatants
Sea .Ship v ship.
Land. Army unit v army unit.
Gulf. Ship v ship /+peltast same
Island .Ship v ship/ +hoplites v same
Combat Value: Lambi 1, Trireme 2, Quinqureme 3, hoplite 2, peltast 1, cataract v ship
+1, aphract v army +1
If combat in Athenian possessions add two to Athenian strength. If combat in Spartan
possession and two to Spartan strength.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Spartan
player
Athenian
Player

2
2
1
-1

2
2
1
0

2
3
1
0

3
3
1
0

0-3
4-6
7-9
10-12

COMBAT RESULTS TABLE

-2
-3
-4
-5

-1
-3
-4
-4

1
-2
-3
-3

1
-1
-2
-2
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0
-1
-2

1
0
-1
-2

2
1
0
-2

2
1
0
-1
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Sometimes a person has an urge to play a game when there is no space available, he or
she does not have the minis needed,
there is no time for a full scale re-enactment or a couple of players want to string along
there large table layouts into a more logical series: a campaign game.
With this in mind I have for years now worked upon a system as illustrated above that
will encompass these requirements. The resulting games resemble a cross between a
board game and a role playing game. I have stuck to Solo but I don’t see any problem
with playing two player.
Game pieces are single stands of 15 millimetres, eight blocks used to mark out NNE
through to NNW compass points. Tables are modified by the victory track which runs
from +5 through to -5.
These games leave the players at an extremely high zoom out altitude observing a battle
field divided into slices his only affect that of ordering movement to adjacent slices and
combat. Once an army is in a slice it is more or less out of the players hand where they
will march be it into mountains desert plain, river or Sea. This is indeed strictly grand
strategy where one has not only to guess the enemy movement but to a lesser degree
one’s own.

Saturday, 7 September 2019

Part 3 - The Germans
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6.Painting

By Kev

I down30 30memory lane has conjured some good memories of owning Peter Laing figures and if
you have never seen them before an idea of just how large the range was!
30
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The Belgians

Next the Germans
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Kev runs a painting service called “Fat Wally”. Recommended.
He has a website too.
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7. RCW Campaign by Alex
RCW campaign - Mission n ° 1 - Comrade
General Anatoli Vassili Anatolovitch’s
debriefing.
March 1918, somewhere around Voronezh area…
My name is Anatoli Vassili Anatolovitch ... A few months ago, I was a sergeant in the
72nd infantry regiment of the imperial army of the Tsar... Now I am the comrade
commanding a bunch of mismatched units of the People’s Red Army...
I'm now sitting in a train going I don't know where, surrounded by 10 men from
Comrade Trotsky's guard, and I am still a bit drunk...
Arriving at the station (I think this is Voronezh), I get off and my escort leads me to an
office in the main building. At 100 meters on my right, a guy has just been shot ... An
officer, it seems.
There, in the office, six (high ranked) officers are looking at me... No one is talking. I
greet and introduce myself:
"Comrade commander Anatolovitch, at your orders, comrades".
"GENERAL Anatolovitch," replies the one who seems to be the boss ... I am promoted...
Bad news...
"I am Comrade General Alexandr Peticanitch, who reports directly to Comrade Trotsky's
staff. Here are the comrades Postitch, Kouglov, Saprisky, Grobov and Savapavitch. I
will be direct. General Piotr Camulogénovitch's imperialist forces are gathering in the
Tsaritsyn sector. Congratulations, comrade... You have just been proposed to command
our army for an assault in this area in order to destroy his army. You shouldn't have a
hard time doing better than your predecessor…
Damn ... it must be the poor guy I saw outside ...
“We have regrouped several regiments in the Voronezh sector. You will have a regiment
of riflemen, another from Comrade Trotsky's Sotnia, two or even three regiments of
regulars and a few conscripts. You will be assigned a cavalry unit as well as artillery and
we will see what we can do about armoured vehicles. Any questions ?
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- Uh yes ... When should we attack?
- As quickly as possible. From a reliable source, the White forces do not expect an
assault in this sector... We have an opportunity to launch an unexpected attack "...
One of the officers sets a card on the table.
"This is the area where the White elements were spotted two days ago. We think they
will take up residence near Tsaritsyn, there exactly. To achieve a decisive victory, we
would have to secure four objectives:
- An area in the forest on our left flank (Zone 4),
- A crossroads in the center (Zone 2),
- A village in the center - Its church would be a perfect observation point for our artillery
(Zone 3);
- A hill to the right of the battlefield (zone 1).
I know, comrade ... The task promises to be hard ... But we are certain that you will be
able to do it, in the name of the revolution"

After the formalities of use, here I am outside ... In front of me, officers of the different
regiments that I am going to lead into battle stand. It is my job to galvanize them so that
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they have only one goal in mind: victory against the imperialists!
Arrival in the Tsaritsyn sector takes a week by train. It was necessary to gather and
equip the thousand men who will take part in the assault. I am not unhappy with the
presence of the Kronstadt sailors and the Red Sotnia: they are really tough guys!
We still need a day for the regiments to take up their respective positions. During the
train trip, I had time to plan operations and submit this plan to my officers.
It will be simple. The army will be divided into three columns:
- The bulk of the effort will go towards the center of the map, towards the village (3) and
the crossroads (zone 2). My two elite regiments as well as a regular infantry regiment
supported by two gun batteries will take place in this sector;
- The attack on the wood on the left flank (zone 4) will be made with conscripts and a
regiment of regulars, supported by two artillery batteries and several machineguns;
- Finally, the assault on the hill on the right flank (zone 1) will be led by a cavalry
regiment supported by some light armoured vehicles. Speed will be their main asset. A
gun battery will support them back.
Our spies have confirmed to us that the Whites do not expect this assault... But I remain
suspicious. I’ve had the opportunity to fight against them before. They are determined,
efficient, well trained. Many former cadres of the tyrant's army (the Tsar) have joined
them and they perfectly know how to fight…
Some problems were also reported to me during the deployment... several hundred
conscripts deserted. Also problematic, we will have to launch the assault without the
prior support of our heavy artillery... The latter will not be ready at best until long after
the attack has started.
I don't like it ... But we can not go back!
At 6:00 am, I order the launch of the attack. The regiments quickly set off and launched
out as one man in a formidable assault. Revolutionary hymns are heard and ignite the
soldiers... Nothing can resist this red tide that will shed its blood for the freedom of the
Russian people, for the just revolution of the proletarians ...
Many objectives, except the crossroads located further forward in the enemy lines, are
unoccupied! I distinguish silhouettes among the Whites ...
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They seem to have been taken by surprise ...
Our troops are advancing quickly in a formidable wave.
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Our assault is successful, in the central area. The regular regiment quickly occupied the
village and its church, with the two elite regiments in support. The Whites are getting
positioned in front of us...
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Occupying this objective is a good point for us... Our field artillery follows the
movement.

The enemy takes position ...
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I can hear the enemy armoured vehicles starting their engine on... They react more
quickly than I expected. They are professional units in front of us...

Our forces prepare to dig in the central area ...
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On the left flank, conscripts supported by a regiment of regulars and several machine
guns arrive at the edge of the forest. For the moment, there does not seem to be any
presence of enemy soldiers. The artillery has just deployed parts in a field...

As for the right flank, I watch from my position their rapid advance towards the hill,
facing the city where several White units are positioned. The assault which will be
launched MUST be successful there…
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The village in the central area seems to be an easy target to hold. Indeed, enemies will
have to cross a large swampy area before arriving in front of the first houses.
But the Whites react quickly... From my position, I see reinforcements arriving by the
main road, at the bottom of their side...

Suddenly, a rumble followed by whistles and explosions makes the air vibrate... In the
village, sprays of land are rising towards the sky, causing panic among the regiment of
regulars who had just captured it. These last hold up at first…
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But they end up shrinking from the intensity of the shelling.
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On the left flank, an imperialist regiment has just taken up position in the wood. Damn!
We will have to assault them quickly, or we will be in trouble in this area...
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A first assault took place: the regulars run toward the position held by the enemy. The
fighting is fierce... But the Whites, against all odds, are pushing our forces back on the
edge of the forest. Our losses are significant and morale of the regiment drops.
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Meanwhile, Red Sotnia units have just reoccupied the central village, allowing regulars
who have withdrawn to reorganize. Hurray!
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Our heavy artillery finally opens fire, pounding a position which could provide
reinforcements to the Whites occupying the target area of the forest, on the left flank.

On the right side, cavalry and light armoured vehicles are doing extremely well: a white
regiment which had previously occupied the hill is fleeing after a furious assault of the
red Cossacks! Sailors took the opportunity to reinforce this flank, in order to support the
cavalry regiment on its objective. Things are going on well.
The light armoured vehicle has taken a hit: it remains operational, but for how long?...
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A clamour grabs my attention. In the central area, a white regiment has just crossed the
marshes and is attacking the village. Red Sotnia and regulars who had just reorganized
succeed in pushing back the opponent... The Whites must fall back after having suffered
heavy losses. It confirms my idea that this central position will be very difficult to be
taken by the enemy...
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On the left flank, a second air-supported assault was launched by the conscripts against
the Whites’ newly fortified position.
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It’s a true disaster… Volunteers are almost annihilated and the aviation is totally
ineffective. The latter defected, that day...
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I don't see how we are going to achieve to capture this position. Enemy units arrived in
support. I then order the withdrawal, because it is still the best thing to do in this sector.
The remains of the volunteers and the regiment of regulars therefore retreat to the central
village, with the mission of defending the left flank of this objective. Field artillery took
up positions further back to cover the area between the left flank and the central village.
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At midday, the situation is as follows:

On the right flank, the enemy fail in assaulting our troop, heroes of this day on the hill ...
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By meantime, two regiments of White cavalry and an armoured vehicle carry out a
bypass maneuver which directly threatens my staff...
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I order my officers to move to the left close to the artillery. A regiment of regulars left
the central area at that time in an attempt to join and protect our headquarters due to the
flanking manoeuvre of the enemy.
At the end of the day, with my officers, we agree that the situation is blocked... We hold
two objectives out of the four, on which we are firmly entrenched. The enemy is in an
identical configuration. He is weakened and have nearly no chance to capture our
fortified defended positions. Unfortunately, we no longer have any hope of seizing the
wooded area on the left, and the central crossroads seem impossible to capture, its troops
being deployed around...
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I think that Comrade General Peticanitch is not going to like this situation… We must
now evaluate the situation precisely…
--------------------To be continued next month, as we still have to determine the victory conditions…
Who won this game? Mmmm… What a suspense!!
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8.Kit Review by Norman
The 1/100 Sturmpanzer IV Brummbär from Zvezda is a new kit for 2019. It was an
armoured infantry support gun with a 15cm howitzer on a Panzer IV chassis, ideally
suited to building busting in a town or city environment.
Also seen in Normandy and at Kursk, Brummbär’s from Abteilung 219 were deployed
against the allies at Anzio, a battlefield noted for its severe muddy conditions.
The kit is nicely detailed, though with the standard Zvezda bland generic track face.
With just 11 parts and most importantly the track / wheels provided as a single unit, this
kit goes together literally in minutes, providing an interesting and different model.
It is described as a no glue, snap together assembly, but I added a few drops of glue here
and there for added security and in particular to ‘fix’ the gun into a static position, which
otherwise can be moved on its ball socket. Being a snap together kit, the locator pins are
very helpful for ensuring that everything is positioned properly ... no getting the tracks
mixed up on this kit :-).
The only modification I made was to use a pin vice to slightly drill out the end of the
gun barrel for a more 3D effect.
To paint this up, I tried a new approach (for me at least). Firstly the assembly got a light
spraying of black Vallejo primer to get into the deeper recesses, followed by a thin
spraying of Vallejo Ochre primer over the whole vehicle.
Once dry, the three camouflage colours were selected, Yellow Ochre, Russian Green and
Cavalry Brown and laid out on the palette. With a wet No6 brush, the paints were
thinned to about 50% and while they were all wet, the Ochre went down as a general
covering and then the other two colours were introduced in small dabs and streaks, with
the wet colours all gently infusing into each other.
It produces a pattern that looks slightly aged and faded without hard lines. The cross
decals were later applied, and then some more wet paint went onto them to knock them
back and help them blend with the paint job. Note in the photograph here, the lighting I
used makes them look more obvious than they really are.
Finally, a few details on the vehicle were picked out with a fine brush and then a mud
mix with some fine texture was pushed around the wheels, track and lower edge of the
skirt - we are in Anzio after all.
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In sum, I am quite pleased with this fast build kit and the overall effect you can get. It
should bring a bit of interest to some urban scenarios and since you will probably only
need one or two in game, the Zvezda single models are a cost-effective way to go.
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9. Vietnam by Ted
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10. Western Game

by Mark

Well we had out first game of 18mm Cowboys a week or two ago and used the ‘Fist full
of Lead’ rules by Jaye Wiley. You can find these rules on the various PDF sites for
Wargames – they do cost a small amount but are IMO well worth it, as I’ll explain.
There is also a yahoo group dedicated to them. A quick search will find them if you are
looking for them. Rumor is a new version may be out at some point but I don’t believe
there is a schedule for that.
As this was such a fun game and a pretty simple system, I thought I’ll give a simple
intro/review to the rules as well as my views of them. I’ll then add a little about our
game. This post inter-spaced with pictures from our game. Overall, I was very impressed
with the rules and they gave a game in which all the participants (5 of us in the end)
really enjoyed. The rules are fairly simple and come to approx. 12 pages of text with
pictures so it not a rules heavy game. There are no real stats for individual figures which
works especially well for smaller scale wild west games. You can make some figures
worse or better as an advanced rule in the game, but we did not do that. I’m not sure it
would add that much for some games but it would definitely work for some scenario’s.

The wild west town – with my gang of Mexicans in the foreground
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The simple scenario we used – I just created it was :
Background – the town of Paradise came and went pretty fast, as did many towns in
Arizona. The small town was built and then the miners moved on, as did the rest of the
population leaving a ghost town by 1879. But a now it’s 1881 and month ago a new
silver strike close by means people are coming back and soon! Property ownership being
what it is in the west, whoever is in control of the town will rake in the cash when the
people do come. But there are others who also see that opportunity as well. Will your
gang be the ones to control the town when the people get here?
This provided an excuse for the 5 of us to have a ‘to the death’ game over a deserted
spaghetti western town. There are no points for figs or anything so it’s up to players/the
game master to come up with balanced scenario’s. As stated the stats are very limited so
it’s really just the weapons and numbers of figs available per side. Most gamers should
be able to come up with a reasonably balanced scenario or two I would think. Different
rules have various scenario’s for the Wild west as well. In our game, each of the players
got 5 figures that were armed with what the figures held. i.e. those with a rifle or
shotgun had those while most had pistols. As most of my 18mm gangs have 7 or 8 figs it
allowed the players to choose their weapons a bit.

The Mexican gang at the start of the game
We used a system of plastic markers/tokens for the game to mark the status of
figures. We put a green marker when a figure had gone that turn. That saved
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issues of debating or remembering which figures had moved and it did help in
this fairly large game. A red token was for each wound (a figure dies on the 3rd
wound), and blue was an out of ammo marker. Figures were put on their side
when pinned. We used white tokens for indicating a figure was in a building –
putting the figure by the door/window that they were at. This allowed us to use
the inside of the buildings without them having lift off roofs. So you’ll see those
in the pictures and that’s all the markers needed. Pinned figures were put on
their side.
In the game each player gets a normal playing card for each miniature they have.
So as we started with 5 figures we had 5 cards each from a card deck. Cards are
then played in order from Kings to Deuces, and in suite order to make a move.
This means although controlled, the order players go in is somewhat random.
You can choose any of your figures which has not gone already that turn to move
so this gives a player some a choice/control but luck has a part to play as well. It
also means there is little down time even in multi-player game, which is great. A
few cards add a special ability/bonus as well as allowing a move – such as one
eyed jack giving a bonus to shots or the queen of hearts automatically healing a
wound. This simple but effective mechanic keeps everyone on their toes and
engaged. It’s a really fun mechanic and the cards add to the Wild West theme as
well.
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Mexicans on the move, heading into the town shooting but also staying close to cover.
No stupid guys here. You can see the green tokens showing the figs which have moved
this turn, and the cards being played.
When activated a model can do 2 actions. Shooting is one, as it walking/moving. You can shot
twice, walk twice etc. Simple actions such as jumping fences and climbing stairs, or going
through windows etc are covered as well. So movement is easy and it’s a no nonsense
approach to that.

Shooting is done by rolling a D10 and trying to get over a specific number to hit. There
are a few modifiers for cover and whether you have moved etc. The target number
depends on the range – whether short or long and that range is different for different
weapons. As roll of a 1 on the to hit is not only a miss but you’re out of ammo. It takes
all actions of a turn to reload before being able to shoot again. If a figure is hit then you
roll another D10 for the damage which is from pinning an opponent (making them duck
for cover), through wounding them to killing them outright.

A few turns into the game the ‘black hats’ take on the ‘guys in canvas trench’ coats in a full on
firefight. You can see the markers came fast and furious but it’s also easy to see the impacts.
The Black hats care getting the worse of the fight at this point.

If pinned, then in a figures next turn they have to roll to recover as their first action. It’s
less than a 50% chance of recovering and on a 1 the figure has had enough and leaves
the game. If they fail to recover the pin all they can do crawl a short distance on their
second move. If they pass they can act normally on the second action. As mentioned on
the 3rd wound they are dead and each wound acts as a negative on rolls and movement
distances. Hand to hand is a straight dice roll and the difference is the number of wounds
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rolled by the loser – take the worse. There are a few modifiers but hand to hand is a
risky endeavour. It’s a cowboy game after all so there are not too many swordsmen
around.
That’s about it for the rules. There are some optional rules for force morale but those
seemed excessive for what we are were doing and many traditional cowboy games. The
rules come with a couple of scenario’s (3 or 4 I think) but making cowboy scenarios
should be easy enough as I mentioned and they are lots of ideas to take from movies,
films etc. These are nice examples though. The lack of stats makes balancing games
easier really to my mind. Overall, they are simple, effective and get the job done.

A ‘dark trench coat’ gang try to go through the centre of the square with the gallows in it. That
does not work out so well and he ends up in between the Mexicans and the ‘White at gang’,
wounded for his troubles.

The rules worked perfect for the size of figs (18mm) as identifying the weapon is easy
enough but doing more than that would a pain – having separate stats for each fig etc. So
the no stats system works perfect. The rules keep everyone engaged with the card play
order mechanics. The target numbers, modifiers and other things are simple enough to
remember as well so that makes for an elegant game. Half way through the game
everyone had memorized all the info needed, meaning the game played very fast as well.
I printed off a few quick reference sheets which is all we needed. This allows people to
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play the period and the scenario while the game mechanics fell into the background
which is what it’s all about for me.
The markers we used were easy to identify and did not really get in the way. They
worked perfectly for smaller scale games and we used the measurements as in the rules
(inches). The us of 18mm figs did not impact the game at all.
I believe that at some point Jaye will be doing an update to the rules and he has
mentioned a couple of tweaks to the rules he has done for different periods – Sci-fi stuff
(more weapons) and black powder (where hand to hand is more of a focus and not quite
a risky endeavor to the the imitating the fight). I’m already thinking a modified version
of these would be great for my 18mm pirates which have yet to get on the table.

The black hat gang at one point had every member out of ammo! Maybe they should not be
shooting so many bullets but aiming a little as well – lots of 1’s rolled to hit. One figure even
ran into the open to get a great pistol shot just to run out of ammo at the wrong time…

The only minor quibbles I have with the rules at all is there they do not include stats for
bows (if your doing Cowboys and Indians those are required) but that’s easy to add, and
that rifles have no negatives vs. pistols (which I solved by giving a second shooting
action from a rifle have an extra -1 modifier, but I’ll think more about that). The hand to
hand need some more detail for other periods but Jaye has put some suggestions for
those in the yahoo group and is trying those as well. The rules are simple so scenario
creation and tweaks such as above are easy to do which is great as well.
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I have various Wild West rules (Deadman’s Hand, GW Historicals etc.) but overall these
gave the right type of game I was looking for with strategy and action without having
loads of stats to get in the way. All the players had fun and we finished our game with 5
players and 5 figs each in just under 3 hours.

The white hats and canvas long coat fight around the barn. Note the figure with the white
under it’s base is at the door of the barn not in the open. In the end the shooting over the
fence moved to hand to hand and all the White hats died/ran off in the end.

So to a brief summary of the game. I assume you have already seen some of the pictures
I took of our game. In summary 5 gangs headed into the town for the showdown. The
Black hats were soon mixing it up with a group of guys with Canvas long coats armed
mostly rifles. Now the Black hats started walking down the main street and the Canvas
long coats came from the back of buildings so the Black hats soon were using the cover
of the buildings. All the Black hats has pistols though compared to the canvas long coats
so they were at a little disadvantage. This was made worse by some appalling rolls
which at one point had all the black hats out of ammo at the same time! Too much wild
shooting I suspect. A great movie moment and one to generate loads of laughs and hoots
of comment.
The other three gangs all made their way into the central area with the gallows. One of
the Dark coats made a dash for the gallows to be central but was pinned and then shot up
by the other gangs while his fellows tried and failed to help him in time.
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Again you can see a Mexican in the building. This was the second cowboy trying to run past
the gallows, he did make it but soon got shot down

I moved the Mexicans in and one even climbed into a building. He stood by a window to
help his fellows. Of course this guys was the one who must have failed most of his
ammo rolls – must have lost it climbing into the building!
The three way fight in the center of the town was developing. Any figure brave enough
to expose themselves for a good shot got a hail of fire in return. The Dark coats were in
the center of the Mexicans and White hats so split up to deal with them. At this point I
think all but the Canvas long coats had at least one figure out of the game with another
wounded. The Black hats were having a bad time of it with multiple figs out and having
to resort to hand to hand multiple times (and lost as many as they won).
So, to avoid an easy win by the Canvas long coats, a couple of the White hats ran over to
the back of the barn while a Mexican and a Dark coat figure headed that way – to clear
out the Black hat and even the score a little. These guys swung the tide and the Canvas
long coat gang started losing members, after they had all but wiped out the Black hats.
The other gangs still had other members still in the shoot up around the blue building
and rock at the other end of town. More bloodshed ensued and the minor focus on the
Canvas long coats did not last long.
Each gang has their ‘movie moment’ or two it seems to me in the game. My Mexicans
had one with a Mexican figure running into towards the barn and with a double shot card
(giving 2 shots per action) killing 1 target and pinning the other! There was also the
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classic 2 White hat guys taking on one Canvas long coat in the fenced pens behind the
barn. The White hats both shot and missed and then later got into hand to hand they also
lost! Classic failure. The Black hat figure which ran out to an exposed but perfect
position to shoot an opponent just to run out of ammo, was another.
The game ended with a White hat pistol wielding guy walking towards the remaining 2
Mexicans in the center of the table by the gallows. One of the Mexicans had a rifle, the
other pistols. This is a bit of a reminiscent of a specific Clint Eastwood movie. Of course
the American man with the 45 was not quite so good in our game (poor script
writers/dice rolls), so the Mexicans won in the end.

The Mexicans and Dark coats have their own private shot out around a crate and old tree
stump. Bodies piled up and the guy in the window of the building ran out of ammo several
times! Wild shooting but the Mexicans for sure.

Overall, a fun game and I heartily recommend these rules for simple but thematic games
of the wild west games. They are not filled with stats etc. but in play get the job done in
spades.
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12.Battle Report by Simon
The Field of Battle
View of the overall table from what will be the US lines – an extended 6’ x 4’ table with
1200 points per side:

And an aerial reconnaissance photo above the town of Stavelot, before the arrival of the
US Army:
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German After-Action Report
Hauptmann Koch advanced his first 2 German companies – commanded by
Oberleutnants Müller and Wolf, with flank support from a pair of Panther tanks on the
road - fearlessly towards the treeline on the right wing, in which lurked a thinly-spread
line of US infantry:

On our left wing, more infantry and armour, commanded by Hauptmann Schulz, faced
off against the town of Stavelot:
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We had a lot of ground to cover in our search for those precious fuel dumps, strongly
rumoured by the local populace to be hidden in the woods, as we also sought to secure
exits from the field of battle to allow our colleagues in the glorious Wehrmacht to
continue their drive to push out the Yankees:

Overcoming difficult road conditions, we were able to gradually able to build up our
forces on the left flank, so were our US opponents, infiltrating out of sight through the
town:
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A view from one of our spotter planes of the Allied lines, sadly showing our slow
progress on this flank, unable to dislodge the dug-in enemy.

Aerial spotter’s view of the action on our right flank. 2 squads of Panthers continue to
advance warily up the road (a strong force of Bazookas was covering the road): the
second group accompanied by infantry having seen the fate of their comrades who had
bravely advanced alone. In the woods, our infantry are at the edge of a fuel dump
they’ve discovered, but which is still strongly defended by the enemy. Squads advance
largely unopposed through the middle of the forest, while on the left-hand side some
long-range exchanges of fire are taking place between our advancing forces - now
reinforced by Leutnant Weiß and his machine gun platoon - the US forces hidden in and
around the buildings.
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Something of a Mexican stand-off at the crossroads, with the Panthers aware of the US
armour just around the corner, but unable to advance due to the blocking US infantry,
while the US armour itself is wary of exposing its side armour to our big cats.

The Panthers take on the US infantry defending the crossroads to their front, while
assault engineers under Leutnant Wagner deal with the remaining bazooka teams in the
forest to the left of the road

Nightfall: one fuel dump captured; a wave of victorious infantry sweeping through the
forest and the Panthers finally making progress along the road. We did not quite achieve
our objectives for the day, but were happy to have taken light losses while destroying a
lot of the enemy and sweeping the rest before us. Securing the fuel dump will be key to
continuing the advance of our victorious troops.
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13.WW1
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14. Japanese Castles by Simon
A photo-reportage of Himeji and Nagoya castles
I was lucky enough to visit both Himeji and Nagoya castles at the end of last year. Many
Japanese castles have disappeared over the years, while some have been rebuilt in
concrete.
Himeji castle was covered in camouflage netting during World War 2 and somehow
managed to avoid the attention of the US Air Force, which flattened much of the rest of
the town. It remains largely original, with the site dating back to 1333, although the first
castle built there was subsequently dismantled and rebuilt elsewhere!
Much of the current castle dates back to the late 16th and early 17th century, and is today
recognised as one of the finest of the twelve surviving original Japanese castles. It is also
the largest and most visited castle in Japan, and is a registered in UNESCO World
Heritage sites.
The main keep was dismantled and reconstructed (using the original structural elements)
during an 8-year period starting in 1956, with the replacement of one of the main timber
pillars a significant change.
The keep underwent a 5-year renovation in 2009, reopening in 2015, with works
focusing on replacing damaged roof tiles and re-plastering the walls. Known also as both
“White Heron Castle” and “White Egret Castle”, its freshly painted white plaster is
immediately impressive.
There are a number of almost as impressive models in Himeji town – I saw several at the
local railway station and also in a museum. These give a good idea of quite how big and
complex the castle was in its heyday:
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This cutaway model and timber frame replica show well the timber structure:
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Period pictures such as this one give a feel for the command of the castle over its
surroundings:
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At first sight, the castle even today is certainly imposing:
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The stone bases of their walls are a key feature of many Japanese castles, with the slope
getting steeper the higher they rise:

“Stone-dropping holes” – typically at the corners of the stone bases - were an added
deterrent to anyone contemplating scaling these stone bases:
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The wooden interior (visitors need to remove their shoes before entering):

There are weapon racks for both guns and pole arms, with the thin wooden pegs above
them being used to dry and store the rope matches for matchlock guns and to suspend
powder pouches:
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The castle features a multitude of loopholes [“sama”], for both bows and muskets, in the
walls:

I remember seeing this corridor in a classic Japanese film, with musketeers shooting out
through it – but I just can’t quite recall which one…:
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Even today, with many former structures gone, the castle is something of a labyrinth
with a multitude of internal gates:
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The Long Corridor - with its own defensive towers – forms the outer edge of the West
Bailey:
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Nagoya Castle
Having spent a day at Himeji castle, any other was bound to be somewhat less
impressive. I’ve also covered a number of typical castle features earlier, so will provide
just a brief commentary of Nagoya castle here.
The main keep is the green-roofed structure below. It is a concrete reconstruction, but I
understand that plans are afoot to rebuild it using traditional materials:

Although no longer topped by walls, the inner moat and stone base are still formidable
obstacles:

The “Second Gate” is one of the few remaining original structures:
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and is surprisingly simple in structure:

Here seen with the original South-West tower (again, entry only without shoes, and
access to the top storey limited to around a dozen visitors at a time in case of the need
for evacuation):
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Its walls are of a quite different - and simpler - structure to those at Himeji castle:
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Finally, what visit to a castle would be complete without some armour? These two suits
(the two photos on the right are of the same one) were in a Himeji museum and illustrate
just how colourful many of them were:
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15. ECW Painting by Tony
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